Protection of electronic personal data on the mafrome.org website

Editorial information

Address of the website: https://mafrome.org

This site is published by the Generalate of the "Missionaries of Africa":
Missionari d'Africa (Padri Bianchi)
Via Aurelia 269
00165 Roma
Italia
Tel: +39 06 39 36 34 1

The site is hosted by SiteGround and here is their agreement on the processing of the data

The responsible editor is the Superior General of the Missionaries of Africa,
in connection with the webmaster

Intellectual Property

All content is protected by the Intellectual Property Code, copyright and related rights legislation. Any reproduction, in whole or in part, of the textual and iconographic content of this site is prohibited without prior written permission.

All photographs on the site are the property of the Missionaries of Africa or their authors, unless otherwise noted, and are used with their kind permission.

Occasionally, content relevant to our activities is borrowed from other sites. The source of the content, as well as the link to the parent site, is always published. In any case, this is always done in good faith, for the information of our visitors and the promotion of the parent site. Any complaint will receive immediate attention.

Personal Data

In general, you can visit our website without having to identify yourself and provide personal information about yourself. However, you are offered to register through a form in two different ways:

Either a simple subscription to a mailing list of an "electronic newsletter" that will be sent to you regularly to inform you of new content; you can unsubscribe by following the appropriate link at the bottom of the letter; in this case your data will be removed from our database.

Either a registration as a privileged user, with different levels of access privileges to the contents of our site; you can also close your privileged access account on request to the webmaster; in this case your data will be deleted from our database.

In accordance with the EU GDPR, you have the right to access, rectify, modify and delete the personal data you have provided us with. You can exercise this right by sending an email to mg.webmaster@mafrome.org or by post to the above address.

Contact Form
The data communicated through the contact form of the website will be deleted as soon as the purpose of the contact has been processed. Under no circumstances will this data be used for marketing purposes or transferred to a third party.

**Cookie policy**

The https://mafrome.org website may set cookies on your web browser during your visits. Cookies are data that are sent from the web server to your browser, where they are stored for later retrieval.

Cookies are used:

- to memorize different options for displaying the site to make the visit easier and, if necessary, avoid having to re-enter certain information;
- to carry out audience measurements of our website, these measurements being carried out in the form of anonymous statistics;

No third-party cookies are stored in your browser through our site. Your browser allows https://mafrome.org to access only cookies that it has installed itself, not those installed by other sites.

The collection of cookies can be disabled in your browser preferences. If your browser rejects all cookies, you may not be able to use certain parts of the https://mafrome.org website under the best possible browsing conditions.

**Liability for links to other sites**

The https://mafrome.org website provides links to other websites. These pages are not part of our organization: they do not engage the responsibility of the site's editorial staff, who cannot be held responsible for the content to which these links lead.

**Contact us**

For questions about data protection or copyrights on this website or if you wish to request personal data from us, please contact us by email: mg.webmaster@mafrome.org